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Abstract. We discuss α-particle velocity-space diagnostic in ITER based on the
planned collective Thomson scattering (CTS) and γ-ray spectrometry (GRS) systems
as well as ASCOT simulations of the α-particle distribution function. GRS is sensitive
to α-particles with energies E & 1.7 MeV at all pitches p, and CTS for E & 0.3 MeV
and |p| . 0.9. The remaining velocity space is not observed. GRS and CTS view the
plasma (almost) perpendicularly to the magnetic field. Hence we cannot determine
the sign of the pitch of the α-particles and cannot distinguish co- and counter-going αparticles with the currently planned α-particle diagnostics. Therefore we can only infer
the sign-insensitive 2D distribution function f (E, |p|) by velocity-space tomography
for E & 1.7 MeV. This is a serious limitation, since co- and counter-going α-particle
populations are expected to have different birth rates and neoclassical transport as
well as different anomalous transport due to interaction with modes such as Alfvén
eigenmodes. We propose the installation of an oblique GRS system on ITER to allow
us to diagnostically track such anisotropy effects and to infer the full, sign-sensitive
f (E, p) for E & 1.7 MeV. α-particles with E . 1.7 MeV are diagnosed by CTS only,
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which does not allow velocity-space tomography on its own. Nevertheless, we show
that measurements of the α-particle energy spectrum, which is an ITER measurement
requirement, are now feasible for E & 0.3 MeV using a velocity-space tomography
formalism assuming isotropy in velocity space.

1. Introduction
A new era of burning plasmas is approaching with the planned DT experiments at
JET [1, 2] and the construction of the ITER tokamak [3]. The ultimate goal for ITER
is a fusion power of Pf us = 500 MW for an auxiliary heating power of Paux = 50 MW
which gives a power amplification of Q = Pf us /Paux = 10 [4]. Many present designs for
the next-step device DEMO hope for Q = 20 − 50 [5–7]. Such plasmas are primarily
heated by α-particles generated in the fusion reaction D(T,n)α. Since the fusion born
α-particle power is Pα = Pf us /5, the plasma self-heating fraction ηα for well-confined
energetic particles is
Q
Pα
=
.
(1)
ηα =
Pα + Paux
Q+5
The plasma self-heating fraction is an alternative way to state the goal to achieve
Q = 10 which highlights the prominent role of α-particles for the plasma heating [4].
The importance of plasma self-heating by α-particles increases with Q (figure 1). The
fusion power world record discharge at JET in 1997 had ηα = 11% (Q = 0.64) just
below ’break-even’ at ηα = 17% (Q = 1) [8]. Burning plasmas are predominantly
self-heated by α-particles (ηα > 50%, Q > 5), as in ITER (ηα = 67%) or DEMO
(ηα = 80 − 91%). At ’ignition’ the plasma is completely self-heated (ηα = 100%,
Q → ∞). Burning plasmas will offer new challenges since the temperature and density
profiles are self-consistently determined by α-particle heating rather than controlled
by auxiliary heating. Furthermore, MeV-range ions may drive a zoo of instabilities
deteriorating the plasma performance [9–19]. Due to the central role of α-particles to
achieve Q = 10 and the possible anomalous transport due to instabilities, the diagnostic
of α-particles in ITER will be essential.
In the most basic modelling, α-particles are assumed to follow a classical, isotropic
slowing-down distribution. However, neoclassical transport theory and the anisotropic
α-particle birth profiles in ITER suggest that the α-particle distribution will be
anisotropic [20]. Furthermore, the basic physics of wave-particle interaction suggests
that particles close to resonance conditions interact most strongly with modes. These
resonance conditions are different for co- and counter-going α-particles such that the
expected anomalous wave-induced transport is thought to be substantially different for
co- and counter-going particles. However, these two groups of particles cannot be told
apart with the currently planned set of α-particle diagnostics. In this paper we hence
propose the installation of an extra fast-ion diagnostic at ITER which would allow us
to tell co- and counter-going α-particles apart.
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Figure 1. Plasma self-heating fraction ηα as function of the power amplification Q.
Plasmas are predominantly heated by MeV-range α-particles for Q > 5.

Confined α-particles in ITER are expected to be diagnosed by γ-ray spectrometry
(GRS) [21–24] and collective Thomson scattering (CTS) [25–30]. In GRS measurements,
the γ-rays emitted by fusion plasmas are spectrally analyzed [31, 32]. The largest γ-ray
fluxes today are achieved at JET. Early GRS measurements at JET had a moderate
spectral resolution [33–41]. Developments in detectors now allow a much higher spectral
resolution such that the Doppler shapes can be analyzed [22, 42–51]. The high nuclear
reaction rates in the upcoming DT campaign at JET [1,2] and later in burning plasmas
at ITER and DEMO will further enhance the γ-ray emission [21, 52].
In CTS measurements, scattered electromagnetic waves are spectrally analyzed.
Fast-ion CTS measurements were first done at JET [53], and nowadays on ASDEX
Upgrade [54–57] and LHD [58]. Wendelstein 7-X is also equipped with CTS [59, 60].
In this paper we demonstrate various ways to determine α-particle velocity distribution
functions by integrated data analysis of the GRS and CTS spectra based on velocityspace tomography [57, 61–76]. The velocity-space tomography technique allows the
measurement of α-particle densities and energy spectra, which are ITER measurement
requirements [77].
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the planned GRS and CTS systems at ITER.
In section 3 we illustrate their velocity-space sensitivities. Section 4 presents expected
results of velocity-space tomography at ITER and demonstrates that the sign of the pitch
cannot be determined, unless an extra fast-ion diagnostic with an oblique view is added.
The pitch is defined as p = vk /v where vk is the velocity component along the magnetic
field and v the velocity magnitude. This limitation is explained in section 5. In section 6
we compute reconstructions of α-particle distribution functions simulated by ASCOT
for the baseline and the hybrid scenario which do show significant asymmetry in pitch.
Section 7 discusses further sources of such anisotropy in the α-particle distribution and
highlights the importance of measurements that are sensitive to the sign of the pitch.
Section 8 presents a way to measure α-particle energy spectra based on CTS or GRS
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measurements in one view by assuming isotropy in velocity space as prior information.
Conclusions are drawn in section 9.
2. Diagnostics for confined α-particles at ITER
For 2D velocity-space or 3D phase-space studies, spectra are of particular interest [62,78].
The currently planned GRS and CTS systems for α-particle diagnostic are illustrated
in figure 2. The CTS system at ITER has several measurement volumes distributed
along the 60 GHz, 1 MW probe beam where it overlaps with the fields of view of highly
sensitive radiometers [25–30]. We use the central measurement volume illustrated in
figure 2. CTS diagnostics measure spectra of scattered radiation which are sensitive to
the projection of the fast-ion velocity distribution function in the measurement volume
along kδ = ks − ki . ks and ki are the wave vectors of the scattered and incident
waves, respectively. In CTS the probing radiation is Doppler-shifted according to
ν δ = u|kδ |/2π where u is the projected velocity of the fast ion onto kδ . The angle
φ between the magnetic field and kδ determines together with the observed Doppler
shift the interrogation region of the diagnostic in velocity space (see section 3). The
central measurement volume of the ITER CTS system has φ = 97◦ .
The GRS system has just completed its conceptual design phase and is planned
to consist of up to two perpendicular detector arrays, one vertical and one radial,
out of which we select the views going through the plasma core. The lines-of-sight
of both systems are about perpendicular to the magnetic field in the plasma core. GRS
measurements are in principle sensitive along the entire lines-of-sight of the detectors,
but the γ-ray production is strongly biased towards the plasma center where most
fusion reactions occur. α-particle measurements at ITER are mainly foreseen by GRS
measurements of the two-step reaction 9 Be(α,nγ)12 C which produces γ-rays at 4.44 MeV
and 3.2 MeV [79]. The 4.44 MeV γ-rays originate from the decay of 12 C from the first
excited state, and the 3.2 MeV from the decay from the second to the first excited
state. The second excited state is expected to get populated mostly due to α-particles
with energies larger than 3.4 MeV. Ideally, high-resolution GRS measurements resolve
the spectral shapes of these γ-ray peaks which are sensitive to the velocities of the
α-particles. In this paper we do not consider the experimental challenges that must
be overcome [24, 45, 80, 81], but we assume that both GRS and CTS deliver optimal
measurements according to design.
3. Velocity-space coverage of α-particle diagnostics at ITER
The diagnostic velocity-space coverage can be analyzed using weight functions which
have been studied for the major confined fast-ion diagnostics [61, 64, 82–86], recently
also in 3D phase-space [78]. A few illustrative examples for GRS and CTS weight
functions at ITER [24,61] are presented in figures 3 and 4. We expect detectable signals
for the Doppler shifts chosen in figures 3 and 4. The amplitude in the colored regions
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(b) GRS

Figure 2. Geometries of the α-particle diagnostic systems planned for ITER in
the baseline scenario. (a) Central measurement volume of the CTS system. The
probe beam is illustrated in blue, and the central receiver beam is illustrated in red.
The measurement volume is located at the intersection of the probe and receiver
beams. Magnetic flux surfaces are indicated. (b) Vertical and radial GRS lines-of-sight
going through the plasma center. The colours indicate the predicted γ-ray emissivity
[γ’s/m3 s].

shows the detectable signal per ion and is thus a measure of the velocity-space sensitivity
of the diagnostic. The white regions are not observed.
GRS weight functions for ITER are up-down symmetric about p = 0 (figure 3).
As GRS relies on the Doppler shift, it is impossible to tell in perpendicular views, if a
given particle traverses the detector along or against the direction of the magnetic field.
Therefore an ion with a given pitch p1 generates the same signal as an ion with pitch −p1
which means that the perpendicular GRS at ITER cannot tell co- and counter-going
ions apart. Otherwise, the GRS weight functions actually have considerable selectivity
in pitch. At the nominal γ-ray peak energy, the sensitivity of co- and counter-going ions
is largest whereas at large Doppler shifts the sensitivity to trapped ions is largest. This
pitch selectivity of the two-step reaction GRS weight functions ultimately originates
from the conservation of energy and momentum [84].
Figure 3(a)-(c) shows typical GRS weight functions for the γ-ray peak at 3.2 MeV
which is most sensitive to α-particles at energies above about 3.4 MeV which is just
below the α-particle birth energy. The sensitivity decreases rapidly for lower α-particle
energies. α-particles with energies larger than their birth energy at 3.5 MeV, e.g. due
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to wave heating in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF), the Gaussian form
of the birth energy distribution or anomalous effects, could easily be detected with this
reaction. It will therefore be effective in reconstructions of the velocity-space above the
nominal α-particle birth energy.

(a) ∆Eγ = ±20 keV

(b) ∆Eγ = ±10 keV

(c) ∆Eγ = 0 keV

(d) ∆Eγ = ±50 keV

(e) ∆Eγ = ±30 keV

(f) ∆Eγ = 0 keV

Figure 3. GRS weight functions [a.u.] for φ = 90◦ and different Doppler shifts ∆Eγ
for the γ-ray peaks at 3.2 MeV (a-c) and at 4.44 MeV (d-f). (E, p) are the energy and
the pitch of the α-particles. The pitch sensitivities change substantially from the wings
to the center of the relevant spectral line. All weight functions are up-down symmetric
about p = 0. The weight functions for positive Doppler shifts are identical to those for
the corresponding negative Doppler shifts.

Weight functions for the 4.44 MeV γ-ray peak (figure 3(d)-(f)) have some similarities
with those for the 3.2 MeV peak. However, there are important differences due to the
different reaction cross sections of the two reactions. Nuclear resonances boost the
sensitivity of the 4.44 MeV γ-ray peak near α-particle energies of 2 MeV and 4 MeV.
The sensitivity decreases rapidly for energies below 2 MeV such that this reaction is
sensitive down to about 1.7 MeV. The sensitivity in the region between the 2 MeV and
4 MeV resonances should be sufficient for velocity-space tomography.
The viewing angle of CTS is φ = 97◦ , and hence the ITER CTS system can
practically be regarded as a perpendicular system. The difference from a truly
perpendicular view is reflected in the slight asymmetry of the CTS weight functions
about p = 0 (figure 4). The weight functions are slightly lopsided towards negative
pitches for positive projected velocities u and towards positive pitches for negative u.
This gives us the theoretical possibility to detect asymmetry in the velocity distribution
function about p = 0. However, the asymmetry in the weight functions is small, and
considering realistic noise levels it turns out to be difficult to determine the sign of the
pitch of a measured ion.
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(a) u = 12 × 106 m/s

(b) u = 8 × 106 m/s

(c) u = 4 × 106 m/s

(d) u = −12 × 106 m/s

(e) u = −8 × 106 m/s

(f) u = −4 × 106 m/s

Figure 4. CTS weight functions [a.u.] for φ = 97◦ and different projected velocities u.
(E, p) are the energy and the pitch of the α-particles. Due to the almost perpendicular
observation angle, the weight functions for positive and negative u are very similar but
not identical.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Illustration of gross velocity-space sensitivity of individual fast-ion
diagnostics at ITER. (E, p) are the energy and the pitch of the α-particles. a) GRS
at 3.2 MeV. b) GRS at 4.44 MeV. c) CTS. The sensitivity functions are normalized.
The color scale shows the base ten logarithm.

A measure of the gross velocity-space sensitivity is obtained by computing weight
functions covering the entire accessible spectral range. This is equivalent to summing
the weight functions associated with each experimentally accessible data point in the
spectrum. The weight functions are normalized by the noise levels of their associated
measurements before computing the sum which is here assumed to be 10% [63]. Figure 5
illustrates such gross sensitivities for the three spectra (out of which each GRS spectrum
will be measured by two detectors simultaneously).
Basic features of the individual weight functions enter the gross velocity-space
sensitivity of the γ-ray peaks at 3.2 MeV and 4.44 MeV (figures 5(a) and (b)). The gross
velocity-space sensitivities largely resemble what is expected from the energy dependence
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Figure 6. Illustration of the gross velocity-space sensitivity of CTS and GRS together.
(E, p) are the energy and the pitch of the α-particles. The sensitivity functions are
normalized. The color scale shows the base ten logarithm.

of the reaction cross sections. The 3.2 MeV peak has little sensitivity at energies below
∼ 3.4 MeV and becomes very sensitive above the α-particle birth energy. The 4.44 MeV
peak is strongly sensitive at the resonances at 2 MeV and 4 MeV and has a good
sensitivity between the resonances.
The CTS diagnostic (figure 5(c)) can detect α-particles despite the thermal
deuterium down to about 0.3 MeV for p ∼ 0. This energy is based on an assessment of
where in the measurable CTS spectrum the α-particles are going to generate most of the
scattered radiation [26, 27]. Thermal deuterium (and tritium) ions moving in parallel
to kδ can have similar projected velocities as MeV-range α-particles moving almost
perpendicularly to kδ . The projected velocity u is proportional to the Doppler shift in
the measured spectrum. The dense thermal bulk population can hence effectively mask
the fairly dilute energetic α-particle population at low Doppler shifts. Here we estimate
this minimum projected velocity, where the α-particle signal starts to dominate, to be
uα,min ∼ 3vth,D where vth,D is the thermal velocity of deuterium. The factor three is
not fixed but depends on the relative densities of the α-particles and the bulk ions and
how well we know the bulk plasma densities, temperatures, and drifts, in particular for
deuterium due to its low mass. On the back-of-the-envelope, this leads to a minimum
α-particle energy
Eα,min ∼

mα u2α,min
TD ∼ 18TD ∼ 300 keV.
2
mD vth,D

(2)

for one particular pitch. The exact form of the region where we can hope to measure
α-particles by CTS is given by weight functions summarized in figure 5(c). For the
CTS geometry at ITER, the minimum detectable α-particle energy increases towards
extreme pitches, such that α-particles with |p| ∼ 0.9 − 1 cannot be measured. To detect
the α-particles, a CTS with an oblique view would be required (φ ∼ 0◦ − 50◦ ). The
region with high gross velocity-space sensitivity is circumscribed by a narrow stripe of
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intermediate sensitivity where the α-particles produce signals only on one side of the
CTS spectrum due to the slight asymmetry of the CTS weight functions about p = 0.
We now go one step further and illustrate the gross velocity-space sensitivity of
the combined diagnostic set of CTS and GRS. Figure 6 is obtained by summing the
weight functions of all spectral points normalized by their associated noise levels. As
the noise levels are estimated on theoretical grounds, we should keep in mind that the
amplitudes in figure 6 are uncertain. Nevertheless, it is an efficient illustration of the
topology of the gross velocity-space sensitivity of the combined diagnostic set at ITER
and it provides useful insight into the matrix W required for velocity-space tomography
(section 4). Salient features from the individual diagnostics can be recognized in figure 6.
α-particles at energies below ∼ 0.3 MeV and co- and counter-going α-particles at
extreme pitches (|p| & 0.9) and energies up to ∼ 1.7 MeV can hardly be diagnosed
by CTS or GRS. The gross velocity-space sensitivity increases substantially from about
1.7 MeV upwards and becomes excellent around the 2 MeV resonance of the 4.44 MeV
γ-ray peak. For energies close to this resonance and upwards, the gross velocity-space
coverage of the combined diagnostic set at ITER is good. However, CTS is practically
the only diagnostic detecting α-particles below ∼1.7 MeV, covering the pitch range of
|p| . 0.8 − 0.9. This causes the protrusion below the 2 MeV resonance of the 4.44 MeV
γ-ray peak. Overall, while figure 6 is an illustrative summary of the diagnosed velocity
space at ITER, it does not reveal our incapability to determine the sign of the pitch of
an ion.
4. Velocity-space tomography based on GRS and CTS at ITER
In this section we analyze the inference of the α-particle distribution at ITER by
standard velocity-space tomography using analytic test functions to reveal basic features
of the tomography problem. Realistic α-particle distributions computed by ASCOT will
be studied in section 6. In standard velocity-space tomography, we solve the Tikhonov
problem
!
! 2
W
S
minimize
F−
subject to F ≥ 0
(3)
λL
0
2

with the mathematically equivalent formulation

minimize kW F − Sk22 + λ2 kL F k22

subject to F ≥ 0 .

(4)

W is a matrix consisting of weight functions, S is the measured signal written as a
vector, L is a penalty matrix, and F is the velocity distribution function rearranged as
a vector [70]. In 0th -order Tikhonov regularization L is the identity matrix penalizing
large amplitudes of F . In 1st -order Tikhonov regularization L is a numerical gradient
operator penalizing large gradients [68]. The regularization parameter λ balances the
relative sizes of the data fitting residual W F − S and the penalty term LF and must
be determined as part of the solution. An interpretation of what the solution F to
the Tikhonov problem represents for almost perpendicular diagnostic systems will be
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given in section 5. Here we restrict our focus to finding F by standard velocity-space
tomography in a few examples.
Figure 7 shows our best attempt to infer the 2D classical α-particle slowingdown distribution function by standard velocity-space tomography for energies down
to 300 keV. The classical α-particle slowing-down distribution (figure 7(a)) is given
by [87, 88]


E − Eb
CE 1/2
.
(5)
erfc
f (E) =
3/2
∆E
E 3/2 + Ec
Here the birth energy is Eb = 3.5 MeV and the crossover energy (where drag on ions
equals drag on electrons) is Ec = 660 keV, and we use a width of ∆E = 100 keV
in the argument of the complementary error function. C is a constant set to obtain
the desired total density. The slowing-down distribution is isotropic in velocity space
so that it does not depend on the pitch. We calculate synthetic spectra based on
this distribution function with the combined GRS and CTS diagnostic system, add
10% noise and calculate inversions of the noisy, synthetic spectra. The inversion in
figure 7(b) resembles the original function only coarsely. The distribution decreases
monotonically for increasing energies at a given pitch, and the phase-space density of
ions above the birth energy of 3.5 MeV is practically zero. However, the inversion
is plagued by artifacts. The isotropy of the original function is lost in the inversion.
The amplitudes of the inversion do depend on the pitch, such that a wave-like pattern
is formed. The shape of the CTS weight functions appears to be imprinted in the
reconstruction. The artifacts appear because CTS provides practically the only view
below about 1.7 MeV where the GRS measurements are only very weakly sensitive.
This behaviour relates well to previous findings that inversions based on one view are
plagued by artifacts for realistic noise levels [62].

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Classical slowing-down distribution in units [1010 /(m3 eV)]. (b)
Tomographic inversion down to 300 keV from noisy, synthetic GRS/CTS measurements
based on the distribution in (a). The inversion is plagued by artifacts since CTS is
effectively the only available fast-ion diagnostic in the range 300 keV to 1.7 MeV.

A strategy to circumvent these artifacts is to restrict the velocity-space region to
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energies larger than 1.7 MeV, so that more than one diagnostic is available everywhere
in velocity space. Hence the CTS measurements that have significant sensitivity to αparticles below 1.7 MeV are not used in the tomography problem (see figure 6). The
CTS measurements without sensitivity below 1.7 MeV and the GRS measurements can
then be used to reconstruct the velocity space above 1.7 MeV.
Reconstructions restricted to energies above 1.7 MeV are presented in figure 8.
Figure 8(a) and (b) show the isotropic α-particle slowing-down distribution function
and its reconstruction above 1.7 MeV. They are in excellent agreement. The decreasing
density towards higher energies is well captured, as is the birth energy at 3.5 MeV. The
reconstruction is isotropic to a high degree in agreement with the original function. This
demonstrates that the classical, isotropic slowing-down distribution can be reconstructed
with the diagnostics currently planned at ITER in the region above 1.7 MeV where both
CTS and GRS are sensitive.
In figure 8(c) and (d) we reconstruct an anisotropic function with symmetry about
p = 0. The anisotropic function has decreasing phase-space densities towards pitches of
p ∼ ±1. This type of distribution function could be a model for the α-particles after
a sawtooth crash that has ejected predominantly passing particles rather than trapped
particles. This type of anisotropy with symmetry in the co-going and counter-going
particles is also captured well in the reconstruction.
However, in figure 8(e) and (f) we attempt to reconstruct a distribution function
that is asymmetric about p = 0. The original function is lopsided towards negative
pitches as a model for ejection of co-going particles from the classical slowingdown distribution. This asymmetry is poorly captured in the reconstruction. The
reconstruction is only marginally lopsided towards negative pitches and is almost
symmetric such that it erroneously also shows ejection of counter-going particles. The
failure to reconstruct the asymmetric distribution function originates from the very poor
sensitivity to the sign of the pitch of the current set of diagnostics. We will discuss
velocity-space tomography techniques for perpendicular and almost perpendicular
systems in section 5.
We could distinguish co- and counter-going ions and the sign of the pitch if ITER
had a tangential or oblique fast-ion diagnostic view with respect to the magnetic field.
Figure 9 illustrates weight functions for an oblique GRS view with a viewing angle
of φ = 30◦ which is similar to that currently being installed at JET. Typical weight
functions are asymmetric about p = 0 allowing the reconstruction of asymmetric
functions. At ITER such an oblique GRS instrument could be installed in any port
plug from a physics point of view, but this is often challenging from an engineering
point of view. One option could be to place it in equatorial port plug 8.
Figure 10 shows reconstructions of the asymmetric α-particle distribution function
from figure 8(e) assuming an additional oblique GRS view. The reconstruction captures
the asymmetry and shape of the original function. This demonstrates that an oblique
GRS view will be required, if we wish to be able to determine the sign of the pitch
and tell co- and counter-going ions apart. Close inspection still reveals some erroneous
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8. Test distribution functions in units [1010 /(m3 eV)] and their respective
tomographic inversions down to 1.7 MeV from noisy synthetic data. (a) Isotropic test
function. (b) Inversion based on (a). (c) Anisotropic test function with symmetry
about p = 0. (d) Inversion based on (c). (e) Anisotropic test function with aymmetry
about p = 0. (f) Inversion based on (e).
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(a) ∆Eγ = −60 keV

(b) ∆Eγ = −30 keV

(c) ∆Eγ = 0 keV

(d) ∆Eγ = +30 keV

(e) ∆Eγ = −40 keV

(f) ∆Eγ = −20 keV

(g) ∆Eγ = 0 keV

(h) ∆Eγ = 20 keV

Figure 9. GRS weight functions at various Doppler shifts ∆Eγ for proposed extra
diagnostic views at φ = 30◦ . Upper row: 4.44 MeV peak. Lower row: 3.2 MeV peak.

depletion at negative pitches in the inversion, but this artifact is strongly suppressed
compared with 8(f).
To quantify the improvement due to the additional oblique GRS view, we
compute the partial fast-ion densities for ions in the upper and lower (E, p)-halfplanes
corresponding to positive and negative pitches for the inversion and the true solution
(table 1). The inversions generally have similar α-particle densities as the corresponding
true solutions. However, solutions obtained with the currently planned set of GRS/CTS
diagnostics always give symmetric distributions of α-particles, despite any asymmetry
in the true solution. The asymmetry in the true distribution is captured much better
with an additional oblique GRS view.

Figure 10. Reconstruction of the asymmetric α-particle distribution function from
figure 8 (e) with an additional oblique GRS view at φ = 30◦ .
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−
Table 1. α-particle densities nα [1018 /m3 ] for Eα > 1.7 MeV. n+
α and nα are the
+
−
densities for positive and negative pitch, respectively. Their ratio nα /nα measures the
asymmetry of the distribution function.

Figure

8(a)

8(b)

8(c)

8(d)

8(e)

8(f)

10

nα
n+
α
n−
α

2.93
1.46
1.46

2.76
1.37
1.38

2.39
1.19
1.19

2.29
1.15
1.14

2.66
1.19
1.46

2.57
1.28
1.29

2.58
1.16
1.43

−
n+
α /nα

1.00

0.99

1.00

1.01

0.82

0.99

0.81

5. Velocity-space tomography for diagnostics with perpendicular and
almost perpendicular views
In this section we discuss the implications of the almost perpendicular viewing directions
of the fast-ion diagnostics planned for ITER. Assume first a completely perpendicular
system as an idealized model. In this case there is no way to infer the full velocity
distribution function F as we never know if a given ion has a pitch of p or −p. It is not
even possible to infer a pixel function Fi consisting of just one pixel i. The measured
signal for the pixel function is as usual
Si = W Fi .

(6)

As we are not sensitive to the sign of the pitch, the mirror image of Fi , F̄i , produces the
same signal as Fi :
Si = W F̄i .

(7)

The bar denotes the mirroring operation about p = 0. Adding n times equation 6 to m
times equation 7 and solving for S gives
n
m
W Fi +
W F̄i .
(8)
Si =
m+n
m+n
We introduce the function Fi,mix as a mixture of Fi and its mirror image F̄i :
n
m
Fi,mix =
Fi +
F̄i .
(9)
m+n
m+n
The measurable signal for Fi,mix is
Si = W Fi,mix .

(10)

which is the same as for Fi and F̄i . If Fi and F̄i produce the same signal, then so does
any mix of Fi and F̄i , Fi,mix , constructed according to equation 9. This demonstrates
our incapability to tell the sign of the pitch apart for entirely perpendicular systems.
This result also holds for arbitrary distribution functions since these can be constructed
from pixel functions:
X
F =
Fi .
(11)
i
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The total signal for an arbitrary distribution function can also be constructed as the
sum of signal for pixel functions:
X
X
X
S=
Si =
W Fi,mix = W
Fi,mix
(12)
i

i

i

Hence we obtain
S = W Fmix

(13)

showing that any mix of F and F̄ gives the same signal. For a completely perpendicular
system, we can hence infer Fmix from a measured signal by velocity-space tomography.
Fmix still holds much information about F but we do not make any statement about
how the phase-space densities are shared among F and F̄ for each pixel according
to equation 9. Hence only f (E, |p|) can be inferred by velocity-space tomography for
completely perpendicular systems.
Solutions found by Tikhonov regularization tend to be close to up-down symmetric
about p = 0 for completely perpendicular systems. This is not surprising as all weight
functions are up-down symmetric about p = 0 in this case. However, it is also instructive
to consider the symmetry in terms of the Tikhonov problem. Any mix Fmix has the same
residual W Fmix − S as F , and hence the least-squares term kW F − Sk22 of Tikhonov’s
minimization problem (equation 4) is not able to separate these. Nevertheless, the
m
n
LF + m+n
LF̄ k22 in equation 4 is smallest for
Tikhonov penalty term kLFmix k22 = k m+n
a mix (equation 9) with m = n, i.e., when the mix is symmetric (this follows from a bit
of algebra omitted here). Therefore the Tikhonov regularization will select for solutions
that are close to up-down symmetric. The up-down symmetric solution is obtained for
m = n = 1 in equation 9:

1
Fud =
F + F̄ .
(14)
2
To directly solve for this up-down symmetric solution and explicitly incorporate our
inability to determine the sign of the pitch in the Tikhonov problem, we can pose
the problem by computing the up-down symmetric Fud in one halfplane only, e.g. the
halfplane with p > 0. The signal due to Fud in the full velocity space is
S = W Fud .

(15)

We introduce the parts of the weight functions with positive pitch, W + , and the parts
+
−
. Then we can write the
with negative pitch, W − , and similarly for Fud , Fud
and Fud
signal as
+
−
+ W − Fud
.
S = W + Fud

(16)

−
Without changing the result, we can mirror W − and Fud
into the upper halfplane and
compute the signal as
+
−
+ W̄ − F̄ud
.
S = W + Fud

(17)

Since we are assuming an up-down symmetric function Fud , we have
−
+
F̄ud
= Fud
.

(18)
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Hence


+
S = W + + W̄ − Fud
.

(19)

For exactly φ = 90◦ , we also have W + = W̄ − . For the almost perpendicular system at
ITER (φ ∼ 90◦ , but not exactly), Fud is a good approximation to the computed F and
illustrates our limitation to infer the pitch. In this case we can simply use equation 19
+
to infer Fud
with the explicit prior information of up-down symmetry. This conveniently
uses half the number of grid points but a small error is introduced.
Asymmetries in the original function are not captured by the inversion and are
instead redistributed towards a more symmetric inversion as illustrated in figure 8(f).
We can still make statements about the 2D velocity distribution function f (E, |p|),
just not about the sign of the pitch. We can gain insight into the solution obtained
using 1st -order Tikhonov regularization by the generalized singular value decomposition
(GSVD) (see [89] and the references therein). It provides the basis of the solutions
allowed by the weight matrix W and the regularization matrix L in the Tikhonov
problem. As explained in [89], the Tikhonov solution is expressed in terms of the
GSVD basis functions, and it can be shown that the Tikhonov solution is dominated
by those components that correspond to the largest generalized singular values. The
reconstruction of asymmetric Tikhonov solutions from noisy data thus requires that
some of the dominant generalized singular values are associated with asymmetric basis
functions. Figure 11 illustrates the nine most important basis functions for the currently
planned set of α-particle diagnostics and for the enhanced set with an extra GRS view
at φ = 30◦ . The first eight basis functions of the Tikhonov solution for the currently
planned set are almost up-down symmetric which results in almost up-down symmetric
solutions. On the contrary, several of the nine dominant basis functions for the enhanced
set are up-down asymmetric such that it is possible to compute up-down asymmetric
solutions.

Figure 11. The nine dominant basis functions of a GSVD (yellow: positive, blue:
negative). Upper row: The currently planned set of α-particle diagnostics where the
first eight basis functions are up-down symmetric. Lower row: The enhanced system
with an additional GRS view at φ = 30◦ . In this cases several of the first nine basis
functions are asymmetric and thus allow the construction of asymmetric regularized
solutions.

We can consider the Tikhonov problem to devise a strategy to allow asymmetric
regularized solutions. Any asymmetry in the inversion needs to have an incentive in
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the measurements, which is, however, very hard to deliver with almost perpendicularly
viewing diagnostics. In the Tikhonov problem, the upper row W F − S can introduce
asymmetry. The signal is
S = WF + 

(20)

where  is the noise. Hence the residuals of the true solution F and an erroneous solution
Fmix , in which the mirror image of the true solution appears, are, respectively,
r = |S − W F | = 

(21)

rmix = |S − W Fmix | = |W (F − Fmix ) + |

(22)

The three competing terms determining the degree of asymmetry are , W (F − Fmix )
and LFmix . The term W (F − Fmix ) can introduce asymmetry in this case and will
effectively prevent the appearance of F̄ in the inversion measurements if measurements in
tangential or oblique views are made (and if the true F is indeed up-down asymmetric).
However, for almost perpendicular views W (F − Fmix ) is small and it competes with
the Tikhonov penalty term λLFmix which will tend to promote evenly distributed or
smooth solutions for 0th - and 1st -order Tikhonov regularization, respectively. For almost
perpendicular systems this will tend to promote the appearance of F̄ in the solution
which also explains the data fairly well. We found in section 4 that Fmix does not have
large enough residuals for the almost perpendicular CTS view (and not at all by GRS)
to prevent the appearance of F̄ in the solution.
Hence our inversions in section 4 should be understood to represent Fmix rather
than F , i.e. the amplitude in a given pixel represents a weighted sum of the amplitudes
of the pixel and its mirror image. To become more sensitive to the sign of the pitch, the
term W (F − Fmix ) must be increased. This could in principle be done by higher-signalto-noise ratio measurements but we do not regard this as realistic [62]. The only way
appears to be an extra oblique GRS view which leads to large W (F − Fmix ) for realistic
noise levels.
6. Reconstruction of ASCOT simulations based on GRS and CTS
The classical α-particle slowing-down distribution is symmetric. However, several effects
can lead to asymmetry and anisotropy in the α-particle distribution, which we discuss
here and in the next section. Here we assess how much anisotropy and asymmetry
is expected in ITER based on neoclassical theory. The Monte Carlo orbit-following
code ASCOT [90] is used for studies of neoclassical transport of minority particles in
toroidal magnetic fusion devices. It follows guiding-center- and gyro-orbits of charged
particles in realistic geometries. The particles are represented by weighted markers
initialized to represent the source population of interest. ASCOT simulates collisional
interactions with an assumed Maxwellian background by the Monte Carlo method using
given temperature and density profiles.
ASCOT has recently been applied to extensive studies of fusion α-particle wall
loads in various ITER scenarios [91, 92] with three-dimensional magnetic background
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and first wall. The effects of toroidal field ripple, mitigated by ferritic inserts at the
toroidal field coils, as well as non-periodic magnetic field perturbations caused by the
ferritic test blanket modules and control coils for edge-localized modes were studied.
In the simulations, an isotropic α-particle source corresponding to the local DT fusion
reaction density of each scenario was assumed, and 100.000 weighted α-markers were
followed from their birth energy down to 50 keV.
In addition to the wall loads that were the primary goal of the simulations previously
described [91, 92], the four-dimensional slowing-down distribution f (R, z, p, E) was
recorded for the α-population for the ITER baseline (15 MA) and the ITER hybrid
(12.5 MA) scenarios in the absence of non-periodic magnetic perturbations. We study
these distributions as more realistic models for the α-particles which include anisotropy
due to neoclassical transport.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 12. Reconstructions of α-particle distribution functions from ASCOT.
(a) ITER baseline scenario. (b) Reconstruction of baseline scenario with planned
GRS/CTS diagnostics. (c) As (b) with an extra 30◦ GRS detector. (d) ITER hybrid
scenario. (e) Reconstruction of hybrid scenario with planned GRS/CTS diagnostics.
(f) As (e) with an extra 30◦ GRS detector.

Figure 12 illustrates α-particle distribution functions for the ITER baseline and the
ITER hybrid scenarios. Reconstructions from noisy, synthetic measurements based on
these are illustrated for the currently planned set of diagnostics and for our proposed
extra oblique GRS view at 30◦ .
Neoclassically, the α-particle distribution is anisotropic even for an isotropic αparticle birth velocity distribution due to the different orbit topologies. Passing particles
can either have parallel velocities aligned with the plasma current (positive pitch, cogoing), or they have parallel velocities against the current direction (negative pitch,
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−
Table 2. α-particle densities nα [1018 /m3 ] for Eα > 1.5 MeV. n+
α and nα are the
+
−
densities for positive and negative pitch, respectively. Their ratio nα /nα measures the
asymmetry of the distribution functions.

Scenario

Baseline

Hybrid

ASCOT

GRS/CTS

Extra GRS

ASCOT

GRS/CTS

Extra GRS

nα
n+
α
n−
α

7.76
4.06
3.70

7.55
3.78
3.77

7.54
3.90
3.64

5.71
3.03
2.68

5.58
2.80
2.78

5.60
2.97
2.63

−
n+
α /nα

1.10

1.00

1.07

1.13

1.01

1.13

counter-going). There are more particles born on the outboard (low-field) side as
compared with the inboard (high-field) side due to the larger volume. A co-going
particle on the outboard midplane drifts first inwards towards the plasma center and
then outwards back to its starting flux surface. On the contrary, a counter-going particle
drifts first outwards and then inwards back to the starting flux surface. The slowingdown times tend to be larger on the inner flux surfaces traversed by the co-going particles
due to the larger temperatures as compared to the outer flux surfaces traversed by the
counter-going particles. The steady-state α-particle distribution is therefore expected to
be biased towards co-going particles. Similarly, a trapped α-particle with positive pitch
on the outboard midplane is on the outer leg of the banana orbit whereas with negative
pitch it is on the inner leg. ASCOT simulations contain this type of asymmetry.
As expected, this asymmetry cannot be captured for the currently planned
GRS/CTS diagnostic. Our proposed additional 30◦ GRS view substantially improves
the diagnostic of this asymmetry which is only just apparent in figure 12. Nevertheless,
the improvement is quantified in table 2 showing the partial α-particle densities with
positive and negative pitches and their ratios.
If an additional 30◦ GRS view cannot be made available, we instead need to be
aware that our computed solution is a mix of the solution and its mirror image. In this
case it could be misleading to plot the entire function f (E, p). Instead, we propose to
present our results in terms of the distribution function f (E, |p|) which is not sensitive
to the sign of the pitch. Figure 13 illustrates such halfplane reconstructions for the
baseline and the hybrid scenarios without our proposed additional 30◦ GRS view. We
define the function f (E, |p|) = f (E, p)+ f¯(E, p) for p = [0; 1]. The distribution f (E, |p|)
is computed in two ways: Firstly, we infer the full velocity-space tomography formalism
and compute f (E, |p|) afterwards. Secondly, we directly infer f (E, |p|) assuming updown symmetry. As expected, the two methods give similar results in good agreement
with the true solution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 13. Reconstructions of sign-insensitive α-particle distribution functions
f (E, |p|) from ASCOT. (a) ITER baseline scenario represented as f (E, |p|) (b) Full
reconstruction of baseline scenario represented as f (E, |p|). (c) Direct reconstruction
of f (E, |p|). (d)-(f) As for (a)-(c), but for the ITER hybrid scenario.

7. Sources of anisotropy in the α-particle distribution
As discussed in section 6, the α-particle distribution is anisotropic even for an isotropic
birth velocity distribution in neoclassical transport theory due to the different orbit
topologies. This type of asymmetry is reproduced in our ASCOT simulation which
−
showed n+
α /nα ∼ 1.10 or larger. In this section we discuss two additional sources of
asymmetry.
A second source of asymmetry in the α-distribution is that the birth profile of the
α-particles is not isotropic. As α-particles are born in the D(T,n)α reaction, anisotropies
in particular in the deuterium velocity distribution due to NBI lead to anisotropies in
the α-particle birth profile. The α-distribution will therefore be lopsided towards the
direction of the NBI injection, as the suprathermal NBI ions are much more likely to
undergo a fusion reaction than the bulk deuterium population. Any rotation induced
by the torque of the beam enhances this effect. The ASCOT simulation assumes an
isotropic birth profile, and so our simulations do not account for this effect. As the NBI
ions are injected with positive pitch, this bias is expected to enhance the asymmetry
due to the drift orbits as computed in the ASCOT simulation.
A third source of asymmetry is the physics of wave-particle interaction between
energetic particles and Alfvén eigenmodes which is also sensitive to the sign of the pitch
of the particle motion. This sensitivity determines the type of instabilities observed
and the class of particles which undergo wave-induced transport resulting in anisotropy.
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To study the drive of eigenmodes, we consider the distribution function F (E, µ, Pζ ) in
constants-of-motion space. E is the energy, µ the magnetic moment and Pζ the toroidal
canonical angular momentum respectively given by
2
mv⊥
1
, Pζ = mRvζ − qΨ
(23)
E = mv 2 , µ =
2
2B
where Ψ is the poloidal magnetic flux. When energetic particle velocities are comparable
to the phase velocity vA of the Alfvén wave
ω
B
≈ vA = √
,
(24)
k
µ0 ρ

particles resonantly exchange energy with the waves. ω is the mode frequency, k is
the wave number, B is the magnetic field, µ0 the vacuum permeability, and ρ is the
plasma density. Gradients in the distribution function at resonance can provide free
energy to drive the modes [93,94]. The gradient in µ is not relevant as the ion cyclotron
frequency exceeds the mode frequency by far so that µ is conserved. For a mode to
be unstable, the drive must exceed the damping rate. Gradients in energy are usually
negative (∂F/∂E < 0) whereas the mode frequency ω is positive. Therefore the growth
rate associated with gradients in energy is usually negative, which damps the wave:
∂F
γL ∝ ω
(25)
∂E
Spatial radial gradients enter Pζ , and they can drive an eigenmode given with the growth
rate
∂F
γL ∝ n
(26)
∂Pζ
for a given toroidal mode number n (see for example [93] equation 76). For drive of
the mode, the sign of the radial gradient ∂F/∂Pζ matches the sign of the toroidal mode
number n. As usually ∂F/∂Pζ > 0, positive mode numbers can be driven unstable.
(A reversal in sign can suggest that gradients have reversed and that fast particle
distributions have become hollow.) The sign of n defines the direction of propagation
of the corresponding shear Alfvén wave through the sign of [88]
1 m
n 
kk ≈
Bθ + Bφ .
(27)
B r
R
kk is the parallel wave number, m is the poloidal mode number, r and R are the minor
and major radii, and Bθ and Bφ are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field. When
waves are driven in this manner, they interact most strongly with particles travelling
with the same speed and direction given by the resonance condition
kk vk − ω = 0.

(28)

If a single mode interacts with a particle, the quantity E − (ω/n)Pζ is a constant of the
motion, and so the particle changes its energy and toroidal canonical angular momentum
according to
n∆E = ω∆Pζ

(29)
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which means that loss in energy to the wave leads to outward energetic particle transport
towards the edge. The selectivity of the shear Alfvén waves in vk will thus induce an
anisotropy in the α-particle distribution function.
The current set of fast-ion diagnostics is not sensitive to the sign of the pitch, and
the consequences of the three sources of asymmetry can therefore not be measured.
Given the importance of understanding the α-particle distribution function in ITER,
we therefore propose that an additional GRS detector with an oblique viewing angle
should be installed in ITER. With this additional GRS detector, these asymmetries in
the α-particle distribution can be tracked. This can give important clues on the physics
of wave-particle interaction and the anisotropy of the α-particle distribution function.
8. Measurements of energy spectra for isotropic distributions
Below α-particle energies of 1.7 MeV, CTS is practically the only available diagnostic
for confined α-particles. With only one available view, reconstructions of the αparticle distribution function below 1.7 MeV has strong artifacts if standard velocityspace tomography methods are used. The ITER measurement requirements entail
measurements of the α-particle energy spectrum and density [77]. The α-particle density
could be estimated by assuming a functional form of the α-particle distribution function,
e.g. a slowing-down distribution, and fitting the spectra. However, velocity-space
tomography is the only known way to measure the energy spectrum.
Here we present a method to nevertheless measure the energy spectrum even if
only one view is available. To make up for the lack of measurements, additional prior
information is used. We assume the velocity distribution function to be isotropic which
is in contrast to the asymmetries observed in sections 6 and 7. A second assumption is
that the measurable CTS signal due to NBI ions is negligible compared with measureable
CTS signal due to α-particles [26]. If we are prepared to neglect any asymmetry and CTS
due to NBI ions, we can encode the isotropy assumption into the first-order Tikhonov
regularization which penalizes large gradients in the velocity-distribution function. A
solution with a high degree of isotropy can be selected for by penalizing derivatives in
pitch direction much more than derivatives in energy direction. Instead of the standard
Tikhonov problem solving for a 2D velocity distribution function, we solve

 

S
W
F ≥0


 
subject to
minimize  λE LE  F −  0 
λp  λE
λp Lp
0
2

(30)
which selects for isotropic solutions. Figure 14(a) presents an isotropic inversion
where we have chosen λp = 100λE . The true solution is the α-particle slowing-down
distribution function from figure 7(a). The inversion is in excellent agreement with the
true solution which is expected since our assumption of isotropy as additional prior
information is completely true in this case. However, any anisotropy such as those
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studied in figure 8 will not be captured with this approach as then the prior information
is wrong. In fact, it may not be appropriate to characterize an anisotropic function by an
energy spectrum since this parameter disregards any pitch dependence. We compare the
energy spectrum of the original function used to compute the synthetic measurements
with the energy spectrum of the inversion in figure 14(b). The energy spectrum of
the inversion is in good agreement with the energy spectrum of the slowing-down
distribution used to compute the synthetic measurements. Hence inversion assuming
isotropy now allows us to measure the α-particle energy spectrum down to energies
of about 300 keV. The same technique also works for the GRS measurements using
one spectrometer for energies close to the 2 MeV resonance and higher (figure 14(b)).
In particular the fairly sharp kinks in the energy spectrum in the region around the
α-particle birth energy are reconstructed well using GRS.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Measurement of energy spectra by velocity-space tomography based on one
measured CTS or GRS spectrum and assuming isotropy. (a) The inversion assuming
isotropy penalizes gradients in pitch direction strongly and does therefore not depend
on the pitch. (b) The inversion effectively constitutes an α-particle energy spectrum
which is in excellent agreement with the energy spectrum of the isotropic true solution.

9. Conclusions
ITER is going to be equipped with collective Thomson scattering (CTS) and γ-ray
spectrometry (GRS) systems for diagnosing α-particles. The velocity space above
1.7 MeV is well diagnosed, but CTS is the only α-particle diagnostic with sensitivity
below 1.7 MeV. Due to the perpendicular viewing direction, the extreme pitches
|p| & 0.9 − 1 are not observable for E . 1.7 MeV. CTS is sensitive to α-particles
down to about 0.3 MeV.
GRS observes the plasma completely perpendicularly and CTS almost perpendicularly to the magnetic field. GRS measurements are hence insensitive, and CTS measurements practically insensitive, to the sign of the pitch of the α-particles. There are
three major groups of fast ions: trapped, co-going and counter-going. Since the sign of
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the pitch cannot be determined with the current set of diagnostics, we cannot tell the
groups of co-going and counter-going ions apart. This is a major shortcoming of the
fast-ion diagnostic set on ITER, as the physics of fast ions does depend on the sign of
the pitch. The α-particle velocity distribution function in the plasma center is neoclassically expected to have more co-passing than counter-passing particles for two reasons:
The guiding center drifts of co- and counter-going particles are in opposing directions
and the birth profile is biased in the direction of the NBI. The resonance condition with
Alfvén waves is also different for co- and counter-going particles. Given the importance
of understanding the α-particle distribution function in ITER, we therefore propose that
an additional GRS detector with an oblique viewing angle be installed in ITER.
Velocity-space tomography is feasible for energies above 1.7 MeV where GRS and
CTS are sensitive. With the currently planned GRS and CTS diagnostics (lacking
an oblique view), only the sign-insensitive distribution function f (E, |p|) can be
reconstructed from measurements with realistic noise levels. With an extra oblique
GRS view, we could also distinguish the sign of the pitch and infer the full distribution
function f (E, p). This would substantially improve our diagnostic capabilities to track
any anisotropy in the α-particle distribution, for example induced by Alfvén waves.
Below 1.7 MeV velocity-space tomography is not feasible as the GRS is not sensitive
so that CTS is practically the only α-particle diagnostic. Nevertheless, we demonstrate
that the α-particle energy spectrum, which is an ITER measurement requirement [77],
can be inferred for E & 0.3 MeV based on one CTS spectrum. However, we need to make
the approximation that the distribution function is isotropic for measurements of energy
spectra based on CTS. The ASCOT code suggests anisotropic α-particle distributions,
but the deviation from isotropy is at about 10% acceptable for this measurement.
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